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This research report is based on a problem faced by Uganda, a developing 

country found in East Africa. Prior to 1997, parents met most of the expenses of 

basic education in this country. Since that time, the government has agreed to 

meet the basic educational expenses of four children from every family. This 

resulted in a rise of children going to school to acquire basic education. The 

number rose from 2 million to about 6.5 million. With the rise in numbers, the 

government is now faced with the problem of how to create jobs for all those 

children. The government has realized it cannot create such a large number of 

jobs within a short time; as a result, it has started advocating for Vocational 

Education and Entrepreneurship Education. 

The purpose of the study was to: Identify the components of the United 

States Entrepreneurship Curriculum; the level of education such components are 
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taught; the outcomes expected of students who have studied such components; 

compare the educational structures of the United States and Uganda; and find 

appropriate levels within the Ugandan educational structures where the identified 

entrepreneurship components can be logically integrated. 

The study was carried out by:  

1. Mailing survey questionnaires to professors in identified universities 

within the United States. 

2. Mailing survey questionnaires to heads of United States small business 

administration units.  

The results of the study were tabulated with the help of Excel software and 

converted to percentages for the purpose of analysis and drawing conclusions. 

Results showed the following:  

1. The respondents identified the following as the components of the U.S. 

entrepreneurship curriculum among others: Marketing, Accounting, 

Entrepreneurship (Business Plan) etc. 

2. Most respondents favored a practical approach to the study of 

entrepreneurship (enterprises) extended from middle school to 

college/university levels. 

3. Most respondents expected graduates of the entrepreneurship curriculum 

at the high school level to be able to perform most of the tasks related to 

business, and the tasks beyond their high school level ability be handled at 

the college/ university level. 
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4. The respondents identified the United States educational structures to be 

as follows: grade school; middle school; high school; high school and 

college/university. Uganda’s educational structures are: primary; 

secondary; high school and college/university. 

5. The appropriate and logical points of integrating the identified U.S. 

entrepreneurship curriculum components to the Ugandan curriculum were 

identified at secondary school, high school and college/university levels. 

One of recommendations that cropped up from the study was; the training at 

any level of education be made conclusive.  
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CHAPTER 1 

Background to the Problem 

Introduction 

 To recognize the importance of entrepreneurship in the world economy, it 

is important to note that despite having the world’s largest economy, the United 

States has continued to give due respect to entrepreneurship. As Finkle (1988) 

stated, “For more than two centuries, the United States has prided itself on being 

an entrepreneurial country. This American dream is instilled in our culture and 

history.”(p.1) 

According to Osborne (1992), the word “entrepreneurship” was coined by 

the French economist J. B. Say in approximately 1800. Say wrote, “The 

entrepreneur shifts economic resources out of an area of higher productivity and 

greater field.” Osborne stated that, an entrepreneur is a person who uses resources 

in a new way to maximize productivity and effectiveness. This is the broad 

definition of an entrepreneur. In the study, according to Merriam Webster’s 

Collegiate Dictionary, an entrepreneur is a person who organizes, manages, and 

assumes the risk of a business or enterprise. Entrepreneurship has always been a 

driving force in many economies. 

When Vasco da Gama discovered the sea route to India via South Africa, 

trade between Europe and the Far East flourished. The search for a shorter route 

then began. Britain, who was the colonial power in Egypt, realized the need to 

join the Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea. This resulted in the construction of 
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the Suez Canal. The Suez Canal proved strategic for trade with the Far East. But 

one other water body was equally important for life in Egypt –The Nile – 

popularly known as the blood of Egypt, because of the use of its water for 

irrigation by the Egyptians. 

When Britain had established itself as the colonial power of Egypt, it 

became necessary for her to be in charge of this river (The Nile), which happens 

to have its source in Uganda. The need for Britain to control the Nile water 

resulted in the creation of the Nile basin states of Sudan and Uganda. To show 

how important the Nile was to the British colony of Egypt, on April 10, 2000, 

Newsline, one of Uganda’s electronic papers, reported that, “Uganda members of 

parliament on the select committee of natural 

resources and energy say they are seeking amendments to the treaty which was 

made by the British early this century, and confers almost exclusive rights over 

the Nile waters to Egypt.” Unfortunately the Nile is not navigable, so there was an 

urgent need for a railway system to connect Uganda to the sea. The British 

brought labor from one of their colonies (India) to build the railway. It was called 

“the Uganda railway,” stretching from Mombasa on the Indian Ocean coast up to 

Kisumu and later to Kampala at the shores of Lake Victoria. The Indian railroad 

workers later became the first entrepreneurs of East Africa. As a result of these 

first entrepreneurs, most of the big towns in the East African region, notably Nairobi, 

grew because of the railway system.  
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In 1972 the President of Uganda, Amin, expelled these first entrepreneurs from 

Uganda. This brought the economy to its knees because no Ugandans had been trained in 

business management, let alone in entrepreneurship. Factories closed, and scarcity of 

goods and services became the order of the day. It was a glaring example that 

showed the importance entrepreneurs play in any country. People had to learn 

retail business on the job. 

In 1981, after Amin had been overthrown, the expelled Indians were told 

they could return to the country. This encouraged donors (i.e. The World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund (I.M.F), United States of America (U.S.A), Britain, 

Denmark, European Union (E.U), France, and others) to come to the rescue of the 

Ugandan economy. Normally a developing country cannot raise enough money to 

meet its budgetary obligations and that is when friends of such a nation come 

together to discuss how they can help in raising the difference. In Uganda’s case 

such meetings took place in Paris, France, but because of the expulsion of the 

Indians (among other problems) such meetings could not be organized for Uganda 

when Amin was in power. Usually these meetings were held outside the recipient 

country. In 1999, for the first time in history and on behalf of Uganda, donors 

agreed that these meetings take place in Kampala, to show their confidence in the 

economy of the country. The donors wanted to use 
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Uganda’s economic growth as a model of Africa’s economic growth so that other 

Sub-Saharan African countries would emulate. Most donors had their economic 

monitors in Uganda to observe the performance of the economy.  

In 1988 the donors advised Uganda to liberalize the economy and adopt a 

free market system to attract investors. This resulted in an average growth rate of 

6.5% for one decade. This is the highest growth rate in the Sub-Saharan Africa.  

In 1996, due to its excellent economic performance, the donors promised 

to help the country in terms of debt relief if it would use the money meant for debt 

servicing on social services. Uganda accepted and responded by declaring 

“Universal Primary Education/(U.P.E),” a move that increased the number of 

school children from 2 million to 6 million. 

By 1996 Uganda was the only country in the East African Region that had 

not established free basic education for all children from the age of six up to 12 

years. Children entered school at primary one (P.1) level when they were six and 

completed basic education primary level at primary seven (P.7) when they were 

twelve. When Universal Primary Education was first instituted in 1997, it was 

only meant to support four (4) children from each family. However, the response 

to free education by the children and their parents became overwhelming and the 

government had to accept virtually all the children.  

The donors recognized the impact of this program on the overall 

performance of the economy. They also saw the strain that the huge enrollment 

caused on the budget and focused their attention on finding ways to alleviate it. 
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For example, on April 5, 2000, The New Vision, one of Uganda’s leading daily 

newspapers, reported that, “The European Union is to give Uganda 39.6 million 

Euro (Ush.60 billion) in recognition of the government’s efforts to fight poverty.” 

The article quoted the head of E.U. delegation in Uganda, Mr. Bernard Ryelandt, 

as saying, “The release was approved after the government of Uganda satisfied 

conditions precedent that the Primary Education was receiving 17.5% of the 

government recurrent budget and that the implementation of the Universal 

Primary Education (U.P.E) budget was progressing satisfactorily.”(p.1) 

Entrepreneurship Education 

There are three (3) major forces that are driving Uganda to seek 

entrepreneurship education. First, many Ugandans know only oneway of 

employment, which is by the government. Under the International Monetary Fund 

(I.M.F) structural adjustments program instituted in 1990 (a program to reduce the 

government civil service), many Ugandans lost jobs. They were retrenched/laid 

off with benefits. To reduce the impacts of the lay offs, the government tried to 

put in place a loan scheme popularly known as “Etandikwa.” The major problem 

now, as it was in 1990 with the loan scheme, is that the population is not trained 

on how to start and run their own small businesses (entrepreneurship). As a result, 

the failure rate of business is so high that many people fear to venture into 

production businesses. 

Secondly, when the economy was liberalized there was a rush by 

investors. Now the numbers seem to be dwindling because of stiff competition for 
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investors throughout the world. This has made the nation seek to develop its own 

entrepreneurs. 

And thirdly, the results of Universal Primary Education (U.P.E) are 

overwhelming. The government cannot create six million jobs for all the children 

who are currently under the program. The government feels the 

only way to a better future for these children is to create entrepreneurs, and to do 

this entrepreneurship needs to be introduced at all levels of the educational 

system. 

Though there are other differences between the United States’ and Uganda’s 

economy, the core of the differences can be summed up in two statements: 

1. The economy of the United States has been built over a period of 200 

years, while the economy of Uganda is about 40 years old. 

2. Americans have a dream which is instilled in their culture and over their 

entire past history. Ugandans don’t have a propelling dream and their 

history has been dogged by wars and very little, if any, formal production 

business. 

Statement of the Problem 

The above two core differences make it worthwhile for Ugandans to study 

and assimilate some aspects of the United States’ economy to their own economy. 

The problem of this study was to identify components of an entrepreneurship 

curriculum for Ugandan universities. 
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Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to review the structure of the 

entrepreneurship curriculum in the United States and adapt it to fit into the 

university curriculum in Uganda.  

In 1998, Uganda Manufacturers Association asked United Nations 

Development Program (U.N.D.P.) to make available some funds for developing 

entrepreneurship programs for school and college levels in Uganda. U.N.D.P. 

agreed to the request and appointed Professor Jain from India to draw up the 

entrepreneurship syllabi for primary, secondary and colleges in the country. This 

work sought to add to those efforts at the university level.  

Research Questions 

This study addressed the following questions: 

1- What are the components of the United States’ entrepreneurship 

curriculum? 

2- At what level of education are the components taught? 

3- What are the expected outcomes at each level of entrepreneurship 

education? 

4- How do the educational structures of the United States and Uganda 

compare? 

5- Where are the logical points to integrate the United States’ 

entrepreneurship curriculum into the Uganda education structure?  
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Significance of the Study 

 Currently, the following departments fall under the faculty of Vocational 

Studies in Uganda, which is based in the Institute of Teacher Education 

Kyambogo (I.T.E.K): 

 Department of Art and Design; Department of Agriculture; Department of 

Business Studies; Department of Home Economics; Department of Technological 

Studies. 

In the current arrangement, all these departments stand as separate entities 

and have very little in common. This arrangement has meant that all the 

departments deliver only skills directly associated with their basic content area. 

They do not include any business or entrepreneurship training. On the other hand, 

the Business Studies Department teaches its students theories about business only. 

This study will define to the above-mentioned departments how business 

and entrepreneurship can be integrated into their respective curricula. It will also 

indicate to the business department how to use entrepreneurship skills in 

simulated business situations. 

 Until now, Uganda has had no deliberate attempt to create entrepreneurs 

out of its own population. The few entrepreneurs who are there have evolved out 

of their own wisdom. This study is the first of its kind to propose a curriculum to 

teach Ugandans courses that may be directly relevant to entrepreneurship. 
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 This study can guide people on how to venture into business, thus 

reducing the failure rate of business, especially production business. It will 

therefore, encourage the spirit of entrepreneurship in the country. 

Limitations of the Study 

1 – This study is based on current publications on entrepreneurship education in 

the United States, which are available through the library at UW- Stout. 

2 – The study of entrepreneurship in the United States is spread from school age 

up to postsecondary and senior levels. The effect of introducing all of the courses 

at the university level is limited.    

3 – The cultural, social, and psychological factors of the people of the United 

States are not the same as those of the people of Uganda. 

Assumptions of the Study 

 It is assumed that, despite the differences existing between the people of 

the United States and Uganda, both need to go through the same levels of 

entrepreneurship training, although content at various levels needs to be adjusted. 

Definition of Terms 

U.N.D.P.   

(United Nations Development Program), one of the organs         

of the United Nations. 

I.M.F.  

(International Monetary Fund), one of the United Nations organs entrusted 

with awarding loans to interested nations to facilitate their development. 
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Entrepreneur   

A person who organizes, manages, and assumes the risk of a business or 

enterprise. 

Primary Level  

The first level of education in the Ugandan structure of education, it takes 

seven years. 

Secondary School Level  

 The second level of education in the Ugandan structure of education, it 

takes six years. This is the level where students specialize in subjects and 

future careers.   

Universal Primary Education (U.P.E.) 

 A program in Uganda whereby the government pays the fees of four 

children from every family at basic/elementary school level   

College Level  

These are institutions of higher learning in Uganda which students join 

after higher secondary school level. They don’t award degrees. 

 Universities  

These are the institutions which award degrees. 

 “Entandikwa” 

A word from one of Uganda’s dialects meaning money for initiating a 

business venture 
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Webster’s Third New International Dictionary defines education, vocational, and 

“Vocational Education” as follows: 

Education   

The act or process of providing with knowledge, skill, competence, or 

usually desirable qualities of behavior or character or of being so provided 

especially by a formal course of study, instruction, or training. 

Vocational   

Of, relating to, or being in training in a specific skill or trade, usually with 

a view to gainful employment soon after completion of the course. 

Vocational Education   

Training for a specific occupation in agriculture, trade, or industry, 

through a combination of theoretical teaching and practical experience 

provided by many high schools in their commercial and technical 

divisions and by special institutions of collegiate standing (as a college of 

Agriculture, a school of Engineering, or a technical institute).  

European Union   

The former European Economic Community 

Euro   

The recently introduced currency of the European Union, 1 Euro = 1.02 

dollars and one dollar = 1,800 Uganda shillings (U Sh.), as of December, 

2000. 
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Production Business   

Formerly meant business related to the manufacture of goods and 

commodities. 
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Chapter II 

Related Literature 

Introduction 

 Current practical skills subjects taught in Uganda universities 

include: Agriculture, Art and Design, Business Education, Home 

Economics and Technologies. The impact of the skills learned from these 

subjects has been minimal, both to the lives of the recipients of these skills 

and the public at large. The need for practical pragmatic people in any 

nation cannot be over emphasized. Many times people in authority 

criticize the system yet fail to implement radical changes to improve the 

system. This is because routine, customized systems are “addictive” and 

changes are not always welcome until their benefits have been proven. 

Gerstner (1994) realized this was the case with the United States education 

system and wrote: 

        “I want to go beyond traditional business partnerships that enhance 

schools by providing equipment, mentors, or 

increasing opportunities for students and teachers. While 

these generous efforts may brighten the picture for a few children, 

they do not change the system.” Business people and politicians 

talk glibly about the need for America to become more 

“competitive” in the international economy for the next century. 
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But, is it realistic to believe we can do this with outdated education 

preparation?” (P. Ix) 

 In Uganda there has been much discussion in the government about 

“industrialization” and “modernization of agriculture.” This is what the 

economists term, “walking on two legs,” and is similar to the way the economy of 

China was developed. The main question is: Can Uganda’s current higher 

educational system support this approach to growth without pragmatically 

overhauling it and adopting new approaches? The attention given to assure the 

success of Universal Primary Education should also be focused on making the 

material delivered at all levels of the educational system more relevant and 

effective. This will require sacrifices, determination, and recognition that the 

country will be making a fundamental change from its current system, which has 

failed to deliver fruits for nearly 40 years of the country’s independence.  

The problems of curriculum development are not unique to Uganda. All 

countries that see education as the only means of transforming society 

continuously innovate, review, identify, and adapt components of other countries’ 

curricular that they find relevant to their existing demands. For example, 

American people have had to review their curricular to bring in new ideas which 

lead to industrial successes in other countries like Japan, Germany, Britain, etc. 

Unfortunately, sometimes calling the attention of a whole nation from what it has 

considered its priorities to what one individual or a group of people has identified 

as a better priority for the nation is a real problem. For example, Gerstner (1994) 
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saw how American people were struggling with what they had identified as the 

real priorities of the nation, and yet to him there was one better institution they 

had left out. So, Gerstner (1994) Said,  

“We live in a time when nearly all of our institutions 

 are struggling to adapt to changes of the 20th century, 

 including American industry, labor unions, churches, 

 and government. Yet, arguably, in the institution where 

 progress is most critical (education) it is most lacking.  

We struggle passionately to help the elderly, the  

homeless, the disabled, and our new immigrants, as  

we should. But where is our passion for our most 

 precious asset, our children? Where is our collective 

will and determination to give our children what they deserve 

and need – high quality education? 

Are they less helpless? Are they less deserving of our 

resolute commitment? (Gerstner 1994 P.X) 

Entrepreneurship 

The economic development dimension of entrepreneurship is  

grounded in a basic concept of economics: the primary need of                

every economy is a thriving system of physical distribution, a financial system to 

make possible the distribution of goods and services, and a marketing system to 

integrate the wants, needs, and purchasing power of the consumer with the 
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capacity and resources of production. The integration of these systems is 

dependent upon entrepreneurial individuals who possess technical competence 

related to products or services, the skills of independent risk-taking and decision-

making, and the skills of managing people and things all towards the achievement 

of profit making goals. (Ely, 1983, P.1)  

For over a decade, the efforts of the Ugandan government have been to 

improve infrastructure such as roads, schools, hospitals, transport, etc., with the 

hope that if the infrastructure improved then the producer would find easy access 

to markets, thus improving physical distribution.  

The past two years in Uganda have brought about government efforts to make the 

banking sector more responsive to the demands of the society 

and to be more efficient. The institutions of higher learning have also been trying 

their very best to offer both practical and business skills. One then asks: what is 

wrong with the system due to the fact that there are very few Ugandan 

entrepreneurs? The answer lies in one of the statements in the previous paragraph, 

which reads: “The integration of these systems is dependent upon entrepreneurial 

individuals who possess technical competence related to products or services, the 

skills of independent risk-taking and decision making, and the skills of profit-

making goals.” In Uganda there are virtually no people who measure up to that 

statement. So if higher education is to be made more responsive to the needs of 

the people, a new approach based on the demands of the above statement is 

needed.  
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Unfortunately, the current educational approach teaches the above 

mentioned concepts in bits and pieces. This makes it more difficult to recognize 

that the system needs a pragmatic review. For example, a student in home 

economics has skills on garment construction but has not been guided on risk 

taking, decision making, and skills of management. A student of art and design 

will have wonderful skills in ceramics but no skills of independent risk taking and 

decision making, and no skills on managing people and things. A student of 

business studies will have all the theory of how a business is run but will not 

know how the goods and services are organized and produced. He/she will have 

no skills of independent risk-taking and decision-making and no skills of 

managing people and things. This scenario applies to all areas of the Ugandan 

higher educational system, but especially the technical, agriculture and science 

areas which are supposed to be directly linked to productivity. The most 

unfortunate thing about it is that each person, after learning his/her small bit, 

becomes proud of it and starts using the phrase, “For us in …(agriculture, 

technical, business, art or home economics).” There are very few projects in the 

world today that are one-person projects. Tom Peter, in leadership paradigms, 

says that it is immoral for one to work without people. This tells us that the idea 

cherished by most of our institutions of learning of individual projects by students 

is outdated. 

When will the students learn how to work in groups for production 

purposes? Simulated projects allow for student advancement in institutions of 
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higher learning. In the simulated project approach, students with business skills 

work together with students of practical skills for their mutual benefits. In a 

group/project simulated approach:  

1. Students discuss and agree on the product they want to produce 

for sale, just like a Board of Directors in a manufacturing 

organization. 

2.  Students produce a prototype of the product they select.  

3.  Students discuss and agree on the number of departments 

required for the manufacture of the product and design the 

organizational structure of their business enterprise. 

4.  Students carry out the actual process of legalizing their business 

enterprise.  

5.  Students carry out the actual manufacturing process. 

6. Students sell their product and learn the process of divesting.  

This is what entrepreneurship advocates. This brings a lot of satisfaction to 

the students, as stated by Ries (2000), “ Career and technical teachers are finding 

entrepreneurship education an ideal way to help students meet the challenges of 

the century. Students say it gives them tools they can use in any career – whether 

or not they elect to open their own business.”(P.26) 
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Components of United States Entrepreneurship Curriculum 

 While talking about the requirements of succeeding in business, Belcher 

(1987) said, 

       “In order to succeed in business, an entrepreneur must understand 

how to produce a given service or product. The entrepreneur also 

needs to understand the managerial, financial, and legal aspects of 

running a business. In addition to these skills, the entrepreneur must 

possess other characteristics. Psychology, social and personality 

factors contribute to the entrepreneur’s success. An understanding of 

these factors will help the program planner develop a program that 

meets entrepreneurs’ needs.” (P.IX) 

In Uganda’s situation most of the components mentioned above are 

offered in bits and pieces, which neither teachers nor students can integrate to 

start up a business of production nature. This makes it necessary to emphasize an 

integrated approach in studies. From Belcher’s ideas it becomes necessary for the 

proposed curriculum to contain components such as: 

• Production skills 

• Organizational skills 

• Management skills 

• Financial management 

• Legal aspects 
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Outlining the benefits of teaching students through a practical simulated 

approach, Ries (2000) provides another valuable component that should be 

considered in the proposed curriculum. He said, 

            “In Oklahoma City, Putnum City High School marketing education 

instructor Charles Earnest’s students had the duty of defending 

their snack food enterprise, DECA Delights, before the school’s 

administration and officials of the Coca – Cola Co., which had just 

been awarded an exclusive contract to sell snack foods through the 

school district. Armed with sales reports and marketing techniques 

they had learned in class and through running their business, the 

students successfully won back the right to sell bagels and 

muffins.” (P.26) 

In Uganda, students start learning about business theories when they are 

14 years of age, or when they join senior secondary school level. They start with 

the subject of Commerce. If they pass Commerce and obtain other good grades as 

well, they proceed to take Economics at high school level. This level takes two 

years. At the high school level students struggle to get good grades in Economics. 

This is the level where by, if a student dropped out of school, he/she would be 

able to use his/her small amount of knowledge and do something useful, both for 

themselves and the nation. But in Uganda, if those students are given goods and 

are told to organize a marketing process for such goods, they will not know where 

to begin, even though they could be top students in Economics. This makes it 
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important for the proposed curriculum to contain marketing, sales, and 

advertising. 

Citing an example he found in another high school of students 

learning through simulated projects, Ries (2000) said, 

“Students confidence levels are soaring at Charter Product, Inc., a 

charter school/business in Fond du Lac, Wis., says Charter’s start-

up business consultant, Linda Hammer. High school students are 

getting business course credit- and pay- to convince local school 

districts to buy copier paper from Charter at wholesale prices. 

Students are involved in Accounting, Marketing, Sales and 

Purchasing- setting the foundation for this brand-new business.” 

(P.26) 

This example shows how sophisticated children can become if their 

creativity is well nurtured. Unfortunately, Uganda’s business studies curriculum 

has only Economics at high school level, which is assumed to be far above the 

understanding of students at that level. It is argued that, other business courses 

should be taken together with economics to facilitate both transfer of knowledge 

and bring better understanding. Lack of other business courses at high school 

level results in the students being unable to elaborate on the material taught and 

allows for very low creativity by the students. Quite often the public has 

complained that students who are taught technology in Uganda are not creative 

and practical. This is because they are bombarded with theoretical work that 
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doesn’t allow them to reflect and re-encode what they were taught. In Uganda, 

Accounting is only taught at the senior school level, and at the high school level 

Economics takes over. One must then ask himself; Which subject would help the 

student most at the high school level: Accounting or Economics? Ries example 

has emphasized the need to include the following components into the proposed 

curriculum: 

• Accounting 

Surface and Deep Learning 

It is assumed that at the high school level in Uganda, where the drop out 

rate is high, what the student requires most is skills which will enable him/her 

survive in their local area. Unfortunately, the introduction of economics at the 

high school level instead of simulated projects to further the knowledge of 

commerce and accounting, makes the student believe that subjects are to be 

studied only to receive a passing grade. Students reduce learning to cramming in 

order to pass the examination (surface learning). This may be going on in many 

educational systems in the world but it is assumed it might be more prevalent in 

Uganda. Marchese (1996), in his paper titled, “The New Conversations About 

Learning Insights from Neuroscience and Anthropology, Cognitive Science and 

Work-Place Studies,” wrote about Swedish students: 

“Swedish University Students time and again did not get the point of 

what they were studying ‘simply because they were not looking for it.’ 

What were they doing? Cramming facts into 
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their heads. Why were they doing that? Because they knew that’s what 

they’d be tested for. So what was missed? The meaning of the text 

they studied and (especially) how those texts might relate to their own 

thinking about the world. …, most students focused on short-term 

memorization of facts, formulas, and concepts, as their instructors 

seemed to ask; the traditional teaching they encountered prompted 

superficial forms of engagement with subject matter, a ‘surface’ 

approach to learning.” (P.8)  

It is possible that the unsatisfactory performance of students with practical 

skills in Uganda is linked to “surface” learning. Marchese (1996), quoting Marton 

and Saljo, said: 

Only a small percentage of students, either by disposition or by the 

demands of the course, undertook what the researchers called a 

‘deep’ approach to learning, in which students seek meaning in 

study, reflect on what they read and hear, and undertake to create 

(re-create) their personal understanding of things. …, we could say 

that deep learning is requisite to a student’s movement from 

knowledge to understanding, and certainly to any recasting of the 

mental model he/she uses to view the world.” (P.8) 

Entrepreneurship, being a subject whereby a student has to take the 

classroom knowledge and try to re-create that knowledge in a practical sense, 

therefore, demands “deep” learning. Unfortunately, studies have revealed that 
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deep learning requires more time than surface learning. Given this scenario, one 

will recognize that the curricular that are overloaded cause the teachers to apply 

methods of teaching which will, in turn, drive the students to surface learning. 

Highlighting this point in the article concerning the Third International 

Mathematics and Science Study which said, ‘Japanese Outdo U.S. Kids in Math, 

Marchese (1996) said: 

“But now the more fine-grained analyses are coming forth, and the 

story isn’t what we may have imaged. That is, Japanese eighth graders 

do not do better because of being better prepared than one perspective. 

I was reminded of her bookteachers, smaller classes, a longer school 

year, less TV, and more homework. The differences trace right to the 

classroom, where the learning goals are clear, the topics per year are 

few but treated in depth, and where students learn to understand and 

apply through real-world problem solving and verbalization for 

meaning. In U.S. schools, by contrast, learning goals are diffused, 

coverage is king (30-35 topics a year vs. 6-10 in Japan), textbooks get 

fatter by the year, and everything has to be taught and retaught again 

… a picture we know all too well in American colleges. 

In Uganda it is assumed the overloading may be even greater than in the 

American curriculum. And since the public has complained that the graduates of 

the Ugandan educational system do not measure up to what is expected of them in 

regards to practical skills, it is safe to assume that much of the overloading may 
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be on the theoretical components of the curricular. This means the transfer of 

knowledge from theory to practice has not been given sufficient attention. 

Allowing students to simulate projects enables them to elaborate on the 

theoretical information learned and to apply it when solving actual problems. This 

helps students better understand what the teacher taught, and the information gets 

encoded in the long-term memory. This results in automation (when information 

becomes a part of your day to day knowledge like 2+2=4). Application of 

knowledge is different from reading and storing knowledge so that one may 

achieve a passing grade. In Uganda, all levels of education value passing 

examinations as opposed to application of knowledge. Yet world history gives a 

glaring example that those who pay more attention to the application of 

knowledge are more likely to succeed. Ries (2000) provided an example, 

witnessed by a teacher of entrepreneurship, on how to make students apply what 

they have learned: 

“Faseler the teacher reported, ‘and students interest extends well 

beyond just showing up. One day when things weren’t  

going quite right in production, Faseler marvels, this little girl piped 

up and said, ‘we’ have got to have a company policy!” (P.26) 

This statement by the little girl means what she was now learning was no 

longer book-knowledge, but the actual experience of getting things done through 

organizing. This is completely lacking in the Ugandan system of education. The 

Ugandan system talks of managing, referring to managing the few existing 
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organizations in the country. The emphasis of any developing country like 

Uganda would be on how to organize to create such organizations. Organization 

should be one of the major components included in the proposed curriculum.  

From the above suggested components, it becomes easy to note the following: 

1. The students for the entrepreneurship course must have 

practical skills necessary for production. 

2. Students of entrepreneurship must learn how to organize and 

manage. 

3. Students of entrepreneurship must have business knowledge. 

4. Students of entrepreneurship must be good in inter- 

personal relationships. 

From the above we learn that, for one to become a successful 

entrepreneur, he/she has to cover a lot of ground. This leads to the question, “At 

what level of education should these components be taught?” 

Levels when Components of Entrepreneurship are to be Taught 

It is important to begin by recognizing the following: 

1. The experiences, skills, and attitudes necessary for successful small 

business development are not learned at any one place or time. The earlier young 

people can begin to learn the opportunities and skills associated with 

entrepreneurship, the more likely they are to be successful as entrepreneurs. 

2. Society and business are dynamic and not static. This renders 

entrepreneurship education to be a life-long endeavor, (Ashmore, 1988, 
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P.2). If this statement were true in Uganda then the current struggling 

entrepreneurs would greatly benefit by seeking training. 

Starting a small business would be the most viable career option for those 

who have technical skills and work experience but can’t find a job. Self-

employment means independence to those whose only option may be 

unemployment or moving to Kampala (the capital city of Uganda). Furthermore, 

being one’s own boss is often a desirable choice for those who prefer to control 

their own lives. “Unfortunately” said Ashmore (1988), “most people will never 

learn the necessary skills to start a business. Unless they grow up in a family-

owned business, they are unlikely to have learned the necessary entrepreneurial 

skills through past experience or to have taken business courses in addition to 

their technical training.” Giving the statistical analysis to illustrate her point, 

Ashmore said, “A recent study of almost 5000 new business developers shows 

that only 34% had any type of college degree and only 39% had taken more than 

two business courses while acquiring their education.” (P.1) Ashmore concludes 

by asking the question, “So where will those persons with technical expertise 

learn how to start a business?” The same question is true for all students learning 

practical skills in Uganda. 

In answering the above question, Ashmore (1988) said that, “Trade and 

Technical schools have a special opportunity to add to the economic development 

of the United States.” She said, “Entrepreneurship education programs could 

provide students with opportunities to explore ideas for their own business and to 
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study the competencies needed to start a business. Post-secondary programs can 

offer a special series of related courses, as well as infuse some of the main 

concepts of entrepreneurship into existing technical courses as a logical extension 

of job training.” From the above statements, Ashmore recommended 

entrepreneurship for the following levels of studies:  

• Trade school level 

• Technical school level 

• Post-secondary 

• High school vocational (as will be seen later) 

• Two-year colleges 

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education in the United 

States describes entrepreneurship education as a life-long learning process. (See 

fig.1) According to them, expertise is developed through practice and experience 

with the educational system. They said students in post-secondary schools may 

have experienced the early stages of entrepreneurial exploration, but the changes 

for skill building and creative thinking (stage 3 in figure 1) have rarely been a part 

of most high school graduates’ educational experiences. 
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The Outcomes Expected at each level of Entrepreneurship Education 

The idea of considering entrepreneurship as a life-long endeavor breaks 

the study of entrepreneurship into five stages, as stated in Fig. 1. 

Stage 1: This stage is for activities that encourage entrepreneurship as a      career 

anytime in the educational system. This stage suggests that being your own boss 

may be motivation for learning the basic skills and the  

benefits of a free enterprise system. 

Stage 2: This is the stage designed to teach an understanding of management 

skills one must develop to run a business. This stage is considered crucial for all 

high school vocational students and could be described as basic business skills 

required to increase productivity. 

Stage 3: This stage is mostly found in advanced high school vocational programs 

or in the two-year colleges. This level provides a more in-depth understanding of 

the competencies needed to become a successful entrepreneur and encourages the 

student to dream a bit, to plan a business that might be started using acquired 

vocational skills. According to Ashmore (1988), these first three stages of the life-

long learning model of entrepreneurship represent a challenge for the educational 

system. Noting the need to forge ahead with the introduction of entrepreneurship 

into the American system, Ashmore (1988) said: 

 “Education for future entrepreneurs has been relatively non 

existent in our public educational system in the past. Emphasis on 

business courses within this system has been largely concerned 
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with preparing individuals to work for corporate America. Until 

now, business management expertise has been considered 

primarily a college level endeavor. Entrepreneurship education can 

be a vehicle to explore all the opportunities in our society for 

careers, including the world of entrepreneurship.” (Pg.2) 

The last two stages of the life-long learning model on entrepreneurship 

address the continuing need to help entrepreneurs get businesses started and keep 

them running successfully. According to this arrangement, this is beyond the role 

of the traditional public education system for in-school youth. However, Ashmore 

(1988) pointed out that there will continue to be a great need for such assistance 

from adult educators. Why? Ashmore said: 

“It has been estimated that one-half of the new businesses in the 

United States fail in the first 2 to 5 years (U.S. Small Business 

Administration, 1984). With the absence of entrepreneurial skills 

education in the public schools, these last two stages of the model 

have carried most of the responsibility for support systems for our 

entrepreneurial society in the past. By increasing entrepreneurship 

education, it seems possible that small business people may 

have fewer failures in the future.” (P.2) 

Stage 4: The model notes that after stage 3 students should be given some 

job training and education. This could take the form of apprenticeships or 

industrial placement or training. After this stage, students should get jobs 
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and get some experience working with other people. At this point, if 

students are inclined to become self-employed, this is the time for 

organizing resources for venturing out. As noted, stage 1 to stage 3 should 

be covered by the time students have completed advanced high school 

vocational programs, or at the two-year college level. Stage 4 is for 

students who are seeking self-employment. It involves organizing, 

managing, and developing policies and procedures for a new or existing 

business. In Uganda’s situation, it is the last three stages of the model that 

are the most crucial and should be the focus of the universities’ 

entrepreneurship curriculum. 

Stage 5: As seen from the model, the primary focus of this stage is the 

successful operation of an established business. It involves solving 

business problems and effectively expanding existing business.  

As a result of adding entrepreneurship education to the curriculum and 

going through all five stages of entrepreneurship education as outlined in the 

model, students will have acquired the necessary ingredients for becoming their 

own boss. These ingredients include the following: 

• Personal characteristics that contribute to success 

• A marketable business idea 

• Contacts in the community for assistance 

• Financial resources 

• Potential customers 
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• Management skills 

• Experience in planning a business 

• Technical know-how 

• Expectations of future opportunities for innovation 

Ashmore (1988) said, “The management skills that should be taught to our 

future small business owners could be the critical difference between success and 

failure. The high rate of failure continues to be a concern to many economic 

analysts, but it is generally felt that adequate preparation and planning could 

lower that rate.” A well focused entrepreneurship program, according to 

Ashmore, would enable clients to: 

• Evaluate themselves via a self-assessment activity. 

• Discover what skills they have acquired through life experiences 

and education and identify those areas where they might need 

further technical assistance. 

• Start a community support system to compensate for needed 

technical assistance and expertise. 

• Analyze their financial basis for starting a business. 

• Test their business idea both with the consumer and competitive 

market. 

• Develop a business plan. 

• Learn about resources available for small business owners. 

• Decide their next step. 
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Chapter III 

Research Methodology 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to examine the U.S. curriculum with the aim of 

identifying the courses that form the entrepreneurship curriculum at the university 

level, so that they could be adapted to fit into a possible Uganda university 

entrepreneurship curriculum. 

Research Approach 

This research study used a survey approach. This approach was adopted because 

the study involved gathering information on what universities, business 

organizations, and entrepreneurs believe constitutes the United States’ 

entrepreneurship curriculum. The data gathered was then considered for its 

relevance to the Ugandan situation. The parts found relevant will serve to guide in 

the writing of a possible entrepreneurship program for Ugandan universities. 

There are many universities in the United States, but not all of them do offer 

entrepreneurship. To ensure sufficient data was gathered, 100 surveys were 

mailed to universities and business organizations. 

This approach was selected because: It enabled a wide coverage; It enabled a 

good number of questions to be asked to cover each research question 

exhaustively; It was found to be relatively inexpensive as compared to other 

alternatives, e.g. telephoning. 
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In Uganda, like most other countries, the goal of Vocational, Technical, 

and Adult Education’s curriculum and instruction is to prepare people to enter 

into and progress in a chosen occupation. Entrepreneurship seeks to widen this 

scope of the curriculum to include preparing people to be able to create their own 

enterprises. 

The survey approach was selected for the study because: 

1. The approach always seeks to collect data from a wide perspective. In this 

case, the approach was used to gather information from a cross section of 

people who dealt with business, entrepreneurship, Vocational, Technical 

and Adult Education, and Business Education. 

2. The approach allowed a variety of questions to be asked, both closed and 

open-ended, to enable the respondents to express their views. By allowing 

opinion questions it was thought that the proposed curriculum would have 

a good mix of ideas, both from academic circles and from real 

entrepreneurial experiences.       

Population and Sample(s) 

The population was selected based on their knowledge, experience, and 

participation in entrepreneurship programs, teaching experience of business 

subjects, and being involved in innovative educational programs.  

The population for this study is comprised of:  

(i) Academic staff of entrepreneurship business programs at universities 

and colleges in the United States  
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(ii) Staff of organizations helping entrepreneurs 

(iii) Reputable small-scale entrepreneurs  

The population chosen was appropriate because: 

(i) The proposed curriculum was meant for the university level in 

Uganda. 

2. The population selected sought was meant to neutralize the differences 

that could have existed between the academicians and the actual 

entrepreneurs. 

3. It enabled the ideas of well-informed people in the subject under study 

to be solicited, thus making the results more reliable. The sampling 

was done on the following hierarchy for universities and colleges:  

(i) Those offering entrepreneurship at undergraduate level  

(ii) Those offering entrepreneurship at master’s level 

(iii) Those offering entrepreneurship at PhD level 

Organizations 

 Reputable organizations with good track records of rendering assistance 

to entrepreneurs were contacted, i.e. United States Small Administration, The 

National Commission on Entrepreneurship, etc.  

Data Sources 

The sources of data were as follows: alumni from a variety of universities and 

colleges, academic staff, UW- Stout Library learning center, business 
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organizations, and people concerned with education innovations and curriculum 

development. The data required from those sources was: 

• statistical data on small scale businesses 

• the number of students involved in their own small-scale businesses. 

• the number of students enrolled in entrepreneurship courses.  

Validity 

The data-collecting instrument was first tested at the University of 

Wisconsin-Stout, with adjustments being made before it was dispatched to other 

respondents. It was assumed that the validity of the data would be assured if the 

definition of entrepreneurship adopted for the study matched how the respondents 

understood and interpreted it. 

Reliability 

It was assumed that reliability would be met if:  

• Data was gathered from educational institutions with demonstrated 

academic excellence. 

• Information was gathered from reputable organizations i.e. 

(1) United States Small Business Administration 

(2) National Commission on Entrepreneurship 

• A pretest was administered before mailing the surveys. 

• Adequate details about each item investigated were obtained.  
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The respondents understood the questions; to aid the respondents in understanding 

the instrument, all questions based on a given research question were grouped 

together under a subheading.   

Data Collection and Recording 

A database was prepared using a personal computer and data was entered 

as soon as it was received. 

Data Processing and Analysis 

The response for each item in the questionnaire was found and the results 

transformed to percentages for interpretation. Excel software was  

used to process the results.     

Methodological Assumptions 

• The method assumed that the respondents entrusted to complete the survey 

questionnaires wouldn’t delegate the responsibility. 

• The method assumed that the number of respondents (100) was so large 

that even if only one third of that number responded to the questionnaire 

the information gathered would still be valid. 

Limitations of the Methodology/Procedure 

The main limitations of the methodology were: 

• The feedback proved poor at 42%. 
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Chapter IV 

Data Analysis 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study was to review the structure of the 

entrepreneurship curriculum in the United States and adapt it to fit into the 

university curriculum in Uganda. 

Surveys were sent to 100 professors and prominent figures of American 

small business administration units in the U.S. forty-two of the surveys were 

received back, giving a response of 42%. 

Analysis 

Research Question 1 

Research question one asked: “What are the components of the United 

States entrepreneurship curriculum?”  

To qualify the components of the U.S. entrepreneurship curriculum, the 

respondents were asked to recommend the different component courses to 

students interested in entrepreneurship in terms of poor, fair, good and excellent. 

The responses were changed to percentages and the scores for good and excellent 

were added together. This means good and excellent were the only acceptable 

responses. 

The respondents were also asked to select the courses they thought 

constituted the U.S. entrepreneurship curriculum. The scores for the different 

course components were converted to percentages. 
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The two percentages – that of the respondents recommending component 

courses to students and identifying course components he/she thought constituted 

the U.S. entrepreneurship curriculum – were added together and their sum divided 

by two to find the average. 

The component courses with an average of 50% and above were qualified 

to be the components of the United States entrepreneurship curriculum and they 

are shown in Table 1 below. 

Accounting  
 Marketing  
 Promotion and Sales Management  
 Business Management (Understanding Business)  
Business Law & Legal Environment in Business  
Entrepreneurship (Business Plan)  
Corporate Planning (Strategic Management)  
Production & Operations Management  
Quality Control  
Quality Management  
Organizational Leadership  
Industrial Enterprise Practicum  
Human Resource Management & Org. Culture  
Micro and Macro - Economics  
Venture Capital  
Finance  

 

Table 1 Components of U.S. Entrepreneurship Curriculum 

Research Question 2 

Research question 2 asked: “At what level of education are the 

components taught?” 

The data revealed that, in the U.S., up to 71.79% of the respondents 

believe the teaching of entrepreneurship related courses starts at the high school 
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level. Also revealed was that 65.79% of the respondents were in favor of 

changing the initial level at which entrepreneurship related courses would be 

studied. The data showed those who were in favor of lowering the first level of 

studying entrepreneurship related courses to be 96%. It stated that 69.23% of the 

respondents favored the entrepreneurship courses to start at the middle school 

level or below. 

In responding to the level where the different components of 

entrepreneurship education should be taught; the respondents were free to choose 

more than one level to indicate that the course should run through the levels 

indicated. This rendered each level to have a chance of scoring 100% in each 

course component. This meant if a course component did not score a minimum of 

50% at a particular level it was not acceptable at that particular level. If a 

component did not score a minimum of 50% at any level, it was interpreted that 

the respondents did not see the component as having a strong relationship to the 

entrepreneurship curriculum. In such a case the component was ignored. First and 

second choices of the respondents are shown in Table 2. 
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Entrepreneurship Gr. Sch. Mid. Sch. Hig. Sch. Coll/ Uni. 
Course Component Resp. % Resp. % Resp. % Resp. % 
Mathematics 67.57  45.95  
Accounting   64.86 51.35 
Marketing: Mngt. &   51.35 67.57 
Research     
Promotion & Sales Mngt.   51.35 54.05 
Bus. Mngt (Understanding     
Business)  43.24 56.76  
Bus. Law (Legal factors     
in Business)   54.05 67.57 
Entrepre. (Business Plan)   51.35 51.35 
Corporate Planning   10.81 83.78 
(Strategic Management)     
Production & Operations   16.22 70.27 
Management     
Quality Control   21.62 75.68 
Quality Management   16.22 72.97 
Org. Leadership   37.84 59.46 
14. Org. Dev. (OD)   16.22 70.27 
Industrial Enterprise     
Practicum  51.35 51.35 59.46 
Human Resource Mngt.      
& Org. Culture   29.73 70.27 
Decision Theory   27.03 59.46 
Home & International     
Trade   35.14 56.76 
Economics (Principles)   64.86 54.05 
Micro & Macro Econom.   27.03 70.27 
Venture Capital   24.32 78.38 
Finance   54.05 54.05 
Risk Management   18.92 70.27 
 

Table 2 Levels of Teaching the Entrepreneurship Components 
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Research Question 3 

Research question 3 asked: “What are the expected outcomes at each level 

of entrepreneurship education?” 

In responding to the expected outcomes of teaching the components, the 

respondents were asked to select the outcomes/tasks he/she expected a student to 

perform; a student who had successfully completed the entrepreneurship 

curriculum components at a specific level of education. First and second choices 

of the respondents are shown in Table 3. 

From the table it is clear that the respondents are in favor of most tasks 

being learned at high school and college/university levels. Respondents believe 

checking out customers is a task that could be learned at middle school and high 

school levels. 
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Outcomes  Gr. Sch. Mid. Sch Hig. Sch. Coll/ Uni. 
(Tasks) Resp. % Resp. % Resp. % Resp. % 
1. Guide and assist customers   27.78 50   
in the market store         
2. Shelf Merchandise   27.78 63.89   
3. Checkout Customers   50 50   
4. Balance daily sales accounts     55.56 36.11 
5. Handle all books of accounts     38.89 58.33 
6. Conduct a promotion          
campaign for a product     50 50 
7. Understand market variations         
for a product e.g. the Law of          
Supply and Demand     63.89 38.89 
8. Understand how to          
Segregate the market     50 61.11 
9. Derive a marketing strategy          
for a product      50 61.11 
10. Conduct distribution of the          
product     30.56 55.56 
11. Understand the importance         
of a business location     58.33 55.56 
12. Understand and appreciate          
legal measures in business     52.78 58.33 
13. Be able to understand and          
make choice of an appropriate          
legal business venture to go for     36.11 66.67 
14. Make informed decisions in         
a business venture     25 83.33 
15. Find a management job in          
an enterprise     16.67 75 
16. Identify a possible business         
idea to go for     58.33 61.11 
17. Be able to write an          
acceptable business plan     50 63.89 
18. Work with a mentor in a          
personal small scale business         
enterprise     61.11 50 
 

Table 3 Expected Outcomes 
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Grade School: 

 No task was suggested, implying the level can be for   knowledge 

acquisition. 

Middle school:  

Only checking out customers was suggested, implying the level can still 

be for more knowledge acquisition. 

High school:  

Guide & assist customers in the market store; shelf merchandise, check-

out customers; balance daily sales accounts; conduct a promotion 

campaign for a product; understand market variations for a product e.g. 

the law of supply and demand; understand how to segment the market; 

derive a marketing strategy for a product; understand the importance of a 

business location; understand and appreciate legal measures in business; 

identify a possible business idea to go for; be able to write an acceptable 

business plan; and work with a mentor in a personal, small scale business 

enterprise. 

College/University:  

Handle all books of accounts; conduct a promotion campaign for a 

product; understand how to segment the market; derive a marketing 

strategy for a product; conduct distribution of the product; understand the 

importance of a business location; understand and appreciate legal 

measures in business; be able to understand and choose an appropriate 
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legal business venture to undertake; make informed decisions in a business 

venture; find a management job in an enterprise; identify a possible 

business idea to go for; be able to write an acceptable business plan; and 

work with a mentor in a personal, small scale business enterprise. 

Research Question 4 

 Research question 4 asked: “How does the educational structure of the 

United States and Uganda compare?” 

Responses to the interview conducted on the educational structure of the 

U.S. revealed the results shown in Table 4. The structure of Uganda’s system of 

education was then appended to the U.S. structure for comparison purposes, also 

shown in Table 4. The component of the students’ age as the students progressed 

through the two systems became important for comparison purposes as well, and 

this information was also included in Table 4. 

Student
Age    U.S.A 

Student 
Age   Uganda  

5 to 10   Grade School  6 to 12   Primary School  
              
11 to 13   Middle School   "   "  
              
14 to 16   High School  13 to 16   Secondary School  
              

17   High School  17 to 18   High School  
              

18   College/University  19   College/University  
              

 

Table 4 Educational Structures in U.S. & Uganda 
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Results in Table 4 show the levels of education in the United States’ 

educational system as being: grade/elementary school; middle school; high school 

and college/university. Uganda has the following levels of education: primary; 

secondary; high school and college/university. 

Research Question 5 

Research Question 5 asked: “Where are the logical points to integrate the 

United States’ entrepreneurship curriculum into the Ugandan education 

structure?” 

From the data, the logical points of integration were identified by looking 

at: 

1. The selected components of the U.S. entrepreneurship curriculum 

2. The suggested levels where such components are taught in the U.S. (Table 

2) 

3. The structure of education in both the United States and Uganda, and 

when all the above was considered, the identified components were 

marked in the United States structure and then logical points of integration 

were identified and marked in the Ugandan educational structure (See 

Table 5). 
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U.S.A. 
Levels     

Uganda 
Levels       

Course components  Grad  Middle High Coll/U. Primary Sec. High Coll/U. 
1. Accounting      X X     X X 
2. Marketing: Mngt. &      X X     X X 
Research                  
3. Promotion & Sales Mngt.      X X     X X 
4. Bus. Mngt (Understanding                  
Business)    X X     X X   
5. Bus. Law (Legal factors                  
in Business)      X X     X X 
6. Entrepre. (Business Plan)      X X     X X 
7. Corporate Planning                  
(Strategic Management)        X       X 
8. Production & Operations                  
Management        X       X 
9. Quality Control        X       X 
10. Quality Management        X       X 
11. Org. Leadership        X       X 
12. Industrial Enterprise                  
Practicum    X X X   X X X 
13. Human Resource Mngt.                   
& Org. Culture        X       X 
14. Economics (Principles)      X X     X X 
15. Micro & Macro Econom.        X       X 
16. Venture Capital        X       X 
17. Finance      X X     X X 

 

Table 5 Logical Points of Integrating 

Table 5 shows that the logical points of integrating the components of the 

United States’ entrepreneurship curriculum into the Ugandan education structure 

would be mainly at high school and college/university levels.  
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Chapter V 
 

Overview, Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

Overview of the study 
 

This study was conducted to find the following: 

1. The components of the United States’ entrepreneurship curriculum. 

2. The levels of education at which the components are taught. 

3. The expected outcomes of teaching those components. 

4. How the educational structures of the U.S. compare to those of Uganda. 

5. The logical points of integrating the identified entrepreneurship course 

components to the Ugandan educational structures. 

The subjects used in the study were composed of the following: 

1. University professors from selected universities throughout the United 

States. 

2. Prominent figures of United States small Business administration units.  

Conclusions & Recommendations 

Research Question One 

Research question one asked, “What are the components of the United 

States entrepreneurship curriculum?” 

The data showed the following entrepreneurship component courses 

scored at least 50% of the responses and they were concluded to be the 

components of the United States’ entrepreneurship curriculum: Accounting, 

Marketing, Promotion and Sales Management, Business Management 
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(Understanding Business), Business Law & Legal Environment in Business, 

Entrepreneurship (Business Plan), Corporate (Strategic Management), Production 

& Operations Management, Quality Control, Quality Management, 

Organizational Leadership, Industrial Enterprise Practicum, Human Resource 

Management & Organizational Culture, Micro and Macro – Economics, Venture 

Capital, and Finance.  

Conclusion 

Based on the data, it was concluded that entrepreneurship education is not 

a one-component course like entrepreneurship (Business Plan). It is, instead, a 

wide field that demands a wide and varied amount of knowledge that can only be 

acquired through studying different components of courses. 

In the Ugandan system of education, a student begins to specialize after 

three years, sometimes even after two years, of secondary school education. The 

student takes exams in nine to ten subjects after spending four years of senior 

secondary school education. If the student passes all these subjects, he/she will 

have to drop six or seven subjects when joining the high school level. The student 

only continues with three subjects at the high school level. This narrows the 

student’s ability to grasp the wide knowledge required in entrepreneurship. No 

wonder some Ugandan students, who have thought ahead of the Ugandan 

government policy of three subjects at the high school level, have gone ahead to 

do four subjects at the high school level. 
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In the U.S. system there are a variety of subject components that the 

student can select from, with the option of taking as few subject components as 

possible. Students in the U.S. have learned that the more knowledge one has, 

better are the opportunities of finding a job, retraining for another job, or starting 

ones own business. With all this awareness, many students in the U.S. reach the 

college/university level without a specialization. It is after they have covered 

about half of their university work that the students start talking of majoring in a 

particular field. Again remember that students can opt for two majors or can 

change their major should they decide to. This wide knowledge gained by the 

U.S. students at all levels of their education makes them more capable of 

obtaining resources for any venture in their lives. Remember the saying, “The best 

resource for any nation is the quality of its citizens.” Unfortunately, until now, 

Uganda only offers economics as an entrepreneurship subject at the high school 

level. 

Recommendations 

Based on the conclusion above, it is recommended: 

1. The above components be considered for the launching of the Ugandan 

college/university entrepreneurship curriculum. 

2.  The specialization of subjects that students in Uganda begin at the 

secondary school level should be abolished and students should be 

encouraged to continue with as many subjects as possible to whatever 

level of education they want, even more so up to the high school level. 
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3. More subjects be introduced at the high school level. As the data showed, 

it is at the high school level that the learning of entrepreneurship currently 

begins in the U.S., which gives better results. Generally, it is agreed that 

starting a business requires more energy than buying a business. And 

because Uganda is more interested in training students in starting 

businesses, then the energetic students at the high school and the 

college/university level should get wide information on how to start and 

run a business. This means that teaching only economics at the high 

school level, as is currently done in Uganda, is not enough. It is 

recommended that more entrepreneurship course components be 

introduced at the high school level, e.g. accounting, marketing, sales 

management, etc. 

4. Uganda has adopted the credits system at the university level, which 

should be applauded. The credits system, or modules system, should be 

allowed at the high school level. It is argued that these two approaches of 

organizing course contents brings about wide, efficient and specific 

coverage of the academic material, as each teacher would be assigned to 

teach specific credits or modules at specific time periods. It is 

recommended that Uganda adopt one of these two approaches at the high 

school level. 

5. Because Uganda has been in political turmoil for so long, many policy 

makers have tended to say Uganda’s problems have emanated from its 
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citizens’ lack of political knowledge, while others have attributed it to 

bad leadership. As a result, subjects like history, political education, 

peace making, law, political science, administration, etc. have found the 

largest support and admiration in the country. While it is true that these 

subjects are important, it is argued that, as long as the citizens of Uganda 

have no jobs or ways of earning money to support their livelihood, most 

of them will resort to the desperate struggle for the few political positions 

available, resulting in political turmoil and murders. It is therefore 

recommended that the funding for the field of entrepreneurship become a 

special requirement in the Uganda government policy, equivalent to the 

level at which the U.S. federal government recognized the special role 

played by vocational education in the U.S. and passed a federal funding 

bill for funding vocational education. 

Research Question Two 

Research question two asked, “At what level of education are the 

components taught?” 

Results (Table 2) show the first and second choice of the respondents for 

the levels of teaching the different components. 

Conclusion  

High school and college/university are the popular levels for the teaching 

of components suggested for the proposed curriculum. Middle school features 
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Business Management (Understanding Business) and Industrial Enterprise 

Practicum. 

Compiled by the Professor Kajubi Commission in 1989, the current 

education white paper that the government of Uganda is implementing is good. 

But as the results show, if Uganda’s dream of helping the millions of children 

currently under the U.P.E. program become job creators rather than job seekers is 

to come true, then a high school education and college/university education 

should receive greater attention in the study of entrepreneurship. Unfortunately, 

this appears to contradict the emphasis of the current white paper, making it 

absolutely necessary to have another educational review commission. 

Recommendations  

Based on the conclusions above, it is recommended: 

1. The academic material in the proposed curriculum be designed bearing the 

three levels in Uganda’s educational system (secondary, high school levels 

and college/university levels). 

2. Like most developing countries, funding education has always been 

difficult in Uganda. It is recommended that funding for cultural subjects, 

e.g. languages, at the lower educational level be reduced in order to enable 

the government to meet the expenses of introducing these new 

components at secondary, high school and college/university levels. After 

all, what is the logic of speaking good Luganda, Ateso, Luo, Runyankole, 
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Lugwara, etc. when children and old people alike are dying because the 

working age group cannot find jobs to support them. 

3. Industrial Enterprise Practicum, hands-on learning of business, is 

recommended to start at the middle school level in the U.S., which is 

equivalent to secondary school in Uganda. It is recommended that parents 

get involved in funding this course component directly so that they will be 

able to hold both their children and the school administrators accountable. 

4. Uganda’s culture is very protective of the child, unlike the U.S. culture. 

Many will argue the positive and negative aspects of that. The point here 

is not to argue, but rather to see the benefit of being less protective. Being 

less protective enables children to take moderate risks. In Uganda, some 

children at the ages of 15, 16, 17, and even 18 years may not be allowed, 

by their parents to work in order to earn their own money, especially if it 

would involve moving to another town or place. It is recommended that 

the government start offering institutions, e.g. hospitals, schools, etc. 

money for hiring people on an hourly basis especially high school and 

college/university students. It is argued this will encourage students at 

those two levels to learn how to take, risks not only to earn money but also 

to put what they have learned in the classroom to practical use. This is one 

of the reasons the U.S. has become the land of opportunities. Everyone 

learns how to live an independent life at an early age when he/she learns 

how to work and save cash.   
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Research Question Three 

Research question three asked, “What are the expected outcomes at each 

level of entrepreneurship education?” 

The data (Table 3) revealed that, though there are a lot of outcomes 

expected from entrepreneurship education, most of them appear to be 

concentrated at the high school and college/university levels. 

Conclusion 

 From the revelation of the data above, it can be concluded that students 

need to, at the very least, stay in school up to the end of high school and 

college/university levels if they are to benefit from the proposed curriculum. 

Because the U.S. has a strong system of paying people in hourly terms, 

most students in the U.S. find a way of earning money and in so doing, begin to 

build up personal investments. The hourly way of payment also requires students 

to understand that in order to perform or have a definite outcome in a particular 

job he/she needs specific training and starts pursuing such training, making 

“education for life” become a reality in the U.S. In Uganda, where most jobs are 

permanent, students are guided to the different professions by their parents, 

relatives, friends, or rumors of how some professionals are paid.  

Recommendations 

Based on the conclusion above, it is recommended: 
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1. For the purpose of enabling every child to benefit from the proposed 

curriculum, all children in Uganda be encouraged to reach the minimum of 

the high school level in their education. 

2. It is recommended the government advocate for hourly payment of 

employees so that most of the students at the high school and 

college/university levels start earning money and get work experience 

while still in school. 

3. Entrepreneurship education outcomes must be seen rather than the current 

outcomes of Uganda’s educational system of academic grades. For that 

matter, it is recommended that the mode of evaluating the outcomes at the 

individual level be based on (a) what business the student became 

involved in, in the course of his/her studies, and (b) what voluntary or 

hourly paid jobs was the student involved in, in the course of his/her 

training. 

4. Loans: Most Americans agree that, the American economy is built on 

credit. The right of every American to apply for a loan to realize his/her 

dream gives every citizen the opportunity to excel. It is possible for 

students in Uganda to complete these proposed curriculums and, at the end 

of it all, have their ambitions be shattered. To help boost the students 

morale to sustain the outcomes of these course components, it is 

recommended that (a) the government of Uganda put a policy in place 

whereby every citizen in the country has access to a loan if he/she has a 
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bank account, and (b) all citizens be educated enough to understand that 

any business can grow/expand if the owner knows how to handle loans. 

Research Question Four 

Research question four asked, “How do the educational structures of the 

United States and Uganda compare?” 

Results of the interview (Table 4) showed the United States educational 

structures are as follows: Basic/Elementary school (five years); Middle School 

(three years); High School (four years) and College/University. 

Uganda’s educational structures are: Primary School (seven years); 

Secondary School (four years); High School (two years) and College/University. 

Conclusion  

From the results, it is concluded that the United States high school 

education system takes a longer time (four years) to complete as compared to the 

Ugandan high school education system that takes two years. 

The Uganda government white paper on education (1989) spells out that a 

child must be six years of age to join primary one. This is one year later than an 

American child. At 18 years of age an American child is in his/her first year at the 

college/university level, while a Ugandan child arrives at the same level at 19 

years of age. Moreover, the Kajubi commission (the author of the government 

white paper) had thought of having in place primary eight. Some will argue that 

the American child learns more from home and his/her environment than the 

Ugandan child, justifying the one-year difference. It is a fact that starting a 
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business requires a great amount of energy due to many sleepless nights, and it 

has been noted in the U.S. that the age range of 18 to 28 years is the ideal range 

when one is energetic enough to carryout this task. Ugandan children, on the other 

hand, spend much of this valuable age range at the lower levels of their education. 

Recommendation  

Based on the conclusion above, it is recommended:  

1. As the United States’ high school level takes four years and Uganda’s 

takes two years, the Ugandan educationists should consider the last two 

years of the secondary school level to be added to the high school level to 

balance the two educational structures (United States & Uganda) at the 

high school level. In the two cases of Business Management 

(Understanding Business) and Industrial Enterprise Practicum extending 

to middle school level, the lower two years of secondary education in 

Uganda be considered to accommodate them. 

2. The age for joining primary school education be reduced from six years to 

five years of age. 

3. Because the high school level is very crucial for this curriculum, it is 

recommended the government pass a bill for every secondary school to 

have the high school level as well, so that every child will be accorded the 

opportunity to reach it in his/her education. 
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4. To enable every child to reach at least the high school level, the current 

government policy on Universal Primary Education (U.P.E.) be extended 

up to the high school level. 

Research Question Five 

Research question five asked, “Where are the logical points to integrate 

the United States entrepreneurship curriculum into the Uganda educational 

structures?’ 

The data (Table 5) showed that the logical points to integrate the United 

States entrepreneurship curriculum into the Ugandan educational structures are 

secondary school level, high school level and college/university levels – with high 

school and college/university levels taking the majority of the components. 

Conclusion 

From the data, it is concluded that the main focus of the proposed 

curriculum in Uganda’s educational structure will be secondary school, high 

school and college/university levels. 

For quite sometime, one of the biggest problems in the Ugandan 

educational system has been the lack of facilitating programs to their very end. 

Many headmasters and principals of colleges/universities become complacent 

with the programs and want to see such programs die out if the government is 

pushing them. Some would rather promote programs related to their academic 

field of specialty rather than other fields of studies.  
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Recommendation  

Based on the conclusion above, it is recommended: 

1. The identified components be organized and laid out in such a way that 

they cover the three levels identified, i.e. secondary school, high school 

and university levels, as appropriate. 

2. Entrepreneurship education be recognized as a special endeavor by the 

Uganda government and should be accorded the attention it deserves by 

the donor community. More specifically, the three levels of education 

recommended for integration be accorded close supervision/monitoring 

for better results. 

3.  There is the danger of interpreting entrepreneurship education to mean 

business education or simply other business subjects. It is argued here that 

such a situation will not work well, especially in Uganda’s case: (a) It is 

important to recognize that if entrepreneurship education fails, then the 

lives of millions of children currently in the Universal Primary Education 

(U.P.E.) will be shattered, and (b) Business education seeks to produce 

professionals in business, but the idea of entrepreneurship is to enable as 

many people as possible to have the necessary knowledge to start a small 

businesses for their livelihood.  

4. The success of Uganda as a nation depends on how its citizens will grasp 

the idea of how to live self-sustaining lives of productivity. For that 

matter, the government should strive to facilitate the citizens towards 
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achieving that goal. It is recommended that (a) Instead of the government 

sponsoring students at higher levels of education, the government should 

recommend a policy that guarantees loans for students’ education at a 

higher level. This will teach the students to be responsible for their own 

lives and to save for their futures. This will also discourage the current 

trend of students from rich families looking for government sponsorship, 

because they can actually pay for their own education, and (b) As an 

alternative, the government could pay the students their sponsorship 

money directly so that they learn how to save it.  
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Appendix A 
 

Human Research Subjects Sample Consent Form 
 

I understand that by returning the/this questionnaire, I am giving my 

consent as a participating volunteer in this study. I understand the basic nature of 

the study and agree that any potential risks are exceedingly small. I also 

understand the potential risks are exceedingly small. I also understand the 

potential benefits that might be realized from the successful completion of this 

study. I am aware that the information is being sought in a specific manner so that 

no identifiers are needed and so that confidentiality is guaranteed. I realize that I 

have the right to refuse to participate and that my right to withdraw from 

participation at any time during the study will be respected with no coercion or 

prejudice. 

Note: Questions or concerns about participation in the research or subsequent 
complaints should be addressed first to the researcher or research advisor and 
second to Dr. Ted Knous, Chair, UW-Stout Institutional Review Board for the 
Protection of Human Subjects in Research, 11 HH, UW-Stout, Menomonie, WI 
54751, Phone (715) 232 –1126. 
 
Sign:_________________________________Date:_______________________ 
 
Researcher:  Research Advisor: 
Joseph M. Okiror Dr. Michael Galloy 
130 North Hall 148 COMT 
Menomonie, WI 54751 Menomonie, WI 54751 

Phone (715) 232 3221 Phone (715) 232 2163 
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Appendix B 
To Professors 

Survey Instrument On Entrepreneurship Education in the U.S.A. 

Name of the Institution the instrument is directed ………………………… 
Survey # ……………….. Date when it was posted ………………. Date the 
response is expected for tallying …………………. 
Dear Mr/Ms, Dr. Prof. ………………………, My name is Joseph M. Okiror. I 
am a graduate student in the University of Wisconsin Stout. My major is 
Vocational, Technical and Adult Education. I am conducting a study on 
“Entrepreneurship Education in the United States.” The purpose of this survey is 
to determine which courses in the educational system bear direct impact to 
entrepreneurship skills development. You are among the 100 who have been 
selected country wide to participate in this survey in recognition of your 
institution’s excellence in imparting entrepreneurship skills and guiding small-
scale entrepreneurs in growth. The survey is strictly for entrepreneurship 
curriculum development and at no time will your responses be evaluated on an 
individual basis. The survey is estimated to take 10 to 15 min. 
 

Components of U.S entrepreneurship curriculum  

QI Have you been involved in curriculum development before?  
 Yes / No  
Q2 For how long have you been an instructor in courses related to 

entrepreneurship? 
A. Less than one year 
B. 1 to 4 years 
C. 5 to 10 years 
D. 11 and more. 

Q3 What is the annual average student enrollment in the courses you instruct 
in? 
A. Less than 20 
B. 21 to 40 
C. 41 to 60 
D. 61 and more. 

Q4 What percentage of the students you have taught (including the ones you 
are currently teaching) own or owed enterprises?  
A. Less than 25 percent. 
B. 26 to 50 percent. 
C. 51 to 75 percent. 
D. 76 to 100 percent. 
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Q5 On a scale of 1 to 4, where 1=Excellent, 2=Good, 3=Fair, 4=Poor, please 
recommend the following courses to a student interested in starting an enterprise. 
(Please tick the column corresponding to your choice. You are free to add and 
recommend your choice for the course if it is not listed) 
  
Course 1=Excellent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor 
Mathematics     
Accounting     
Marketing     
Sales Management     
Business Law     
Entr/ship (Bus. Plan)     
Corporate planning 
(Strategic Management)  

    

Production & Operations 
Management 

    

Quality Management     
Organizational Leadership      
Organizational 
Development (OD) 

    

Industrial Enterprise 
Practicum 

    

Human Resource 
Management 

    

Decision Theory     
International Trade     
Economics     
Business Management 
(Understanding Business) 

    

Venture Capital     
Finance     

 
Table 6 Possible entrepreneurship components (Prof. Instr.) 
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Q6 In the table below, tick the courses that you think constitute the United 

States’ Entrepreneurship Curriculum? (You are free to add the courses that 
you think are a part of the U.S. Entrepreneurship Curriculum but not 
included here) 

 
Course Tick 

Skills Subjects & Professional Subjects  
Mathematics  
Accounting  
Marketing  
Promotion and Sales Management  
Business Management (Understanding Business)  
Business Law & Legal Environment in Business  
Entrepreneurship (Business Plan)  
Corporate Planning (Strategic Management)  
Production & Operations Management  
Quality Control  
Quality Management  
Organizational Leadership  
Organizational Development (OD)  
Industrial Enterprise Practicum   
 Human Resource Management & Organization Culture  
Decision Theory  
International Trade  
Micro and Macro-Economics  
Venture Capital  
Finance  
Risk Management   

  
 Table 7 Choice of components for a student (Prof. instr.)  
 

Q7 Which courses (if any) would you like to see introduced in the U.S. 

Entrepreneurship Curriculum? 

1) ___________________________________________________ 
2) ___________________________________________________ 
3) ___________________________________________________ 
4) ___________________________________________________ 
5) ___________________________________________________ 
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Levels of Teaching Entrepreneurship 

Q8 At what level does the teaching of entrepreneurship related courses 
start in the United States Educational system? 
A. Grade School 
B. Middle School 
C. High School 
D. College / University 

 
Q9 Would you recommend a change in the first level of learning 

entrepreneurship related courses /subjects? 
Yes / No  
 

Q10 If your answer to Q9 is “Yes” which change would you recommend?  
Lowering / Raising  

 
Q11 If your answer to Q9 is “Yes” what first level would you recommend? 

A. Grade School 
B. Middle School 
C. High School 
D. College / University. 

 
Q12 In the table below, tick the level you would recommend for the teaching of 

the following entrepreneurship component courses. You can tick more 
than one level to indicate that the course should run through the levels 
indicated. 

 (You are also free to add some courses and tick the levels you recommend 
for them) 
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Entrepreneurship Course 
onent 

Grade 
Sch. 

Middle 
Sch. 

High 
Sch. 

College or 
University 

Skills imparting subjects & 
Professional subjects 

    

Mathematics     
Accounting     
Marketing: Management & 
Research 

    

Promotion & Sales 
Management 

    

Business Management 
(Understanding Business) 

    

Business Law (Legal factors 
in business) 

    

Entrepre. (Business Plan)     
Corporate Planning 
(Strategic Management) 

    

Production & Operations 
Management  

    

Quality Control     
Quality Management     
Organizational Leadership     
Organizational Development 
(OD) 

    

Industrial Enterprise 
Practicum 

    

Human Resource 
Management & 
Organizational Culture 

    

Decision Theory     
Home & International Trade     
Economics (Principles)     
Micro & Macro Economics     
Venture Capital     
Finance     
Risk Management     

 
Table 8 Possible levels of teaching the components (Prof. Instr.) 
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Expected outcomes at each Level of Entrepreneurship Education 
Q13 The table below lists the entrepreneurship curriculum outcomes (tasks) 

and levels of education in the United States. Tick the outcomes (tasks) you 
would expect a person who has completed entrepreneurship curriculum 
components at that level to perform. (You can add any task you feel is 
important but has not been taken into consideration. Don’t forget to 
indicate the level for such a task.) 

Outcomes (Tasks) Grade 
Sch. 

Middle 
Sch. 

High 
Sch. 

Coll./ 
University

Guide and assist customers in the Market 
Store 

    

Shelf Merchandise      
Checkout Customers      
Balance daily sales accounts     
Handle all books of accounts     
Conduct a promotion campaign for a 
product 

    

Understand market variations for a 
product e.g. The law of Supply and 
Demand. 

    

Understand how to segregate the market     
Derive a marketing strategy for a product     
Conduct distribution of the product     
Understand the importance of a business 
location 

    

Understand and appreciate legal 
measures in business 

    

Be able to understand and make choice of 
an appropriate legal business venture to 
go for. 

    

Make informed decisions in a business 
venture. 

    

 Find a management job in an enterprise     
Identify a possible business idea to go for     
Be able to write an acceptable Business 
Plan 

    

Work with a Mentor in a Personal Small 
Scale Business Enterprise. 

    

Table 9 Possible outcomes (Prof. Instr.) 
 
Thank you very much for your time.  
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Appendix C 
To Prominent Persons in U.S. Small Business Administration 

Survey Instrument On Entrepreneurship Education in the U.S.A. 
Name of the person/organization the instrument is directed 
………………………… 
Survey # ……………….. Date when it was posted ………………. Date the 
response is expected for tallying …………………. 
Dear Mr/Ms, Dr. Prof. ………………………, My name is Joseph M. Okiror. I 
am a graduate student in the University of Wisconsin Stout. My major is 
Vocational, Technical and Adult Education. I am conducting a study on 
“Entrepreneurship Education in the United States.” The purpose of this survey is 
to determine which courses in the educational system bear direct impact to 
entrepreneurship skills development. You are among the 100 who have been 
selected countrywide to participate in this survey in recognition of your 
organization’s excellence in guiding people to starting small-scale enterprises and 
helping them to ensure the growth of such enterprises. The survey is strictly for 
entrepreneurship curriculum development and at no time will your responses be 
evaluated on an individual basis. 
 

Components of U.S entrepreneurship curriculum  

Q1 Have you been involved in starting a business venture before?  
 Yes / No  
Q2 For how long have you been involved in guiding and assisting 

entrepreneurs? 
A.   Less than one year 
B.   1 to 4 years 
C.   5 to 10 years 
D.   11 and more. 

 
Q3 How many entrepreneurs (Business People) does your organization guide 

or assist in one year? 
A. Less than 20 
B.  21 to 40 
C. 41 to 60 
D. 61 and more. 

 
Q4 What percentage of your clients join your organization with some 

background training in business courses?  
A.   Less than 25 percent. 
B.   26 to 50, percent. 
C.   51 to 75, percent. 
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D.   76 to 100, percent. 
 

Q5 On a scale of 1 to 4, where 1=Excellent, 2=Good, 3=Fair, 4=Poor, 

and using your experience of; guiding entrepreneurs OR running a business, 

please recommend the following courses to a student interested in starting a 

business enterprise. (Please tick the column corresponding to your choice. You 

are free to add and recommend your choice for the course if it is not listed) 

  
Course 1=Excellent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor 
Mathematics     
Accounting     
Marketing     
Sales Management     
Business Law     
Entr/ship (Bus. Plan)     
Corporate planning 
(Strategic Management) 

    

Production & Operations 
Management 

    

Quality Management     
Organizational Leadership     
Organizational 
Development (OD) 

    

Industrial Enterprise 
Practicum 

    

Human Resource 
Management 

    

Decision Theory     
International Trade     
Economics     
Business Management 
(Understanding Business) 

    

Venture Capital     
Finance      

 Table 10 Possible entrepreneurship components (Prominent Heads 
Instrument)  
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Q6 In the table below, tick the courses that you think constitute the United 

States’ Entrepreneurship Curriculum? (You are free to add the courses that 
you think are a part of the U.S. Entrepreneurship Curriculum) 

  
  

Course Tick 
Skills Subjects & Professional Subjects  
Mathematics  
Accounting  
Marketing  
Promotion and Sales Management  
Business Management (Understanding Business)  
Business Law & Legal Environment in Business  
Entrepreneurship (Business Plan)  
Corporate Planning (Strategic Management)  
Production & Operations Management  
Quality Control  
Quality Management  
Organizational Leadership  
Organizational Development (OD)  
Industrial Enterprise Practicum   
 Human Resource Management & Organization Culture  
Decision Theory  
International Trade  
Micro and Macro-Economics  
Venture Capital  
Finance  
Risk Management  

 Table 11 Choice of components for a student (Prom. Heads Instr.) 
 
 

Q7 Which courses (if any) would you like to see introduced in the U.S. 

Entrepreneurship Curriculum? 

1)___________________________________________________ 
2)___________________________________________________ 
3)___________________________________________________ 
4)___________________________________________________ 
5)___________________________________________________ 
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Levels of Teaching Entrepreneurship 

Q8 At what level does the teaching of entrepreneurship related courses 
start in the United States Educational system? 
A. Grade School 
B. Middle School 
C. High School 
D. College / University 

 
Q9 Would you recommend lowering or raising the first level of learning 

entrepreneurship related courses /subjects? 
Yes / No 
 

Q10 If your answer to Q9 is “Yes” which change would you recommend?  
Lowering / Raising  

 
Q11 If your answer to Q9 is “Yes” what first level would you recommend? 

A.  Grade School 
B.  Middle School 
C.  High School 
D.  College / University. 

 
Q12 In the table below, tick the level you would recommend for the teaching of 

the following entrepreneurship component courses. You can tick more 
than one level to indicate that the course should run through the levels 
indicated. 

 (You are also free to add some courses and tick the levels you recommend 
for them) 
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Entrepreneurship Course 
Component 

Grade 
Sch. 

Middle 
Sch. 

High 
Sch. 

College or 
University 

Skills imparting subjects & 
Professional subjects 

    

Mathematics     
Accounting     
Marketing: Management & 
Research 

    

Promotion & Sales 
Management 

    

Business Management 
(Understanding Business) 

    

Business Law (Legal factors 
in business) 

    

Entrepre. (Business Plan)     
Corporate Planning (Strategic 
Management) 

    

Production & Operations 
Management  

    

Quality Control     
Quality Management     
Organizational Leadership     
Organizational Development 
(OD) 

    

Industrial Enterprise 
Practicum 

    

Human Resource 
Management & 
Organizational Culture 

    

Decision Theory     
Home & International Trade     
Economics (Principles)     
Micro & Macro Economics     
Venture Capital     
Finance     
Risk Management     

Table 12 Possible levels of teaching the components (Prominent Heads Instr.) 
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Expected outcomes at each Level of Entrepreneurship Education 
 
Q13 The table below lists the entrepreneurship curriculum outcomes (tasks) 
and levels of education in the United States. Tick the outcomes (tasks) you would 
expect a person who has completed entrepreneurship curriculum components at 
that level to perform. (You can add any task you feel is important but has not been 
taken into consideration. Don’t forget to indicate the level for such a task.) 
 
Outcomes (Tasks) Grade 

Sch. 
Middle 
Sch. 

High 
Sch. 

Coll./ 
University

Guide and assist customers in the Market 
Store 

    

Shelf Merchandise      
Checkout Customers      
Balance daily sales accounts     
Handle all books of accounts     
Conduct a promotion campaign for a 
product 

    

Understand market variations for a 
product e.g. The law of Supply and 
Demand. 

    

Understand how to segregate the market     
Derive a marketing strategy for a product     
Conduct distribution of the product     
Understand the importance of a business 
location 

    

Understand and appreciate legal 
measures in business 

    

Be able to understand and make choice of 
an appropriate legal business venture to 
go for. 

    

Make informed decisions in a business 
venture. 

    

 Find a management job in an enterprise     
Identify a possible business idea to go for     
Be able to write an acceptable Business 
Plan 

    

Work with a Mentor in a Personal Small 
Scale Business Enterprise. 

    

Table 13 Possible Outcomes (Prominent Heads Instru.) 
 
Thank you very much for your time.  
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Appendix D 

Tabulation of Results (Chapter IV) 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study was to review the structure of the 

entrepreneurship curriculum in the United States and adapt it to fit into the 

university curriculum in Uganda. 

Research Questions  

The study addressed the following research questions: 

1. What are the components of the United States’ entrepreneurship 

curriculum? 

2. At what level of education are the components taught? 

3. What are the expected outcomes at each level of entrepreneurship 

education? 

4. How do the educational structures of the United States and Uganda 

compare? 

5. Where are the logical points to integrate the United States’ 

entrepreneurship curriculum into the Uganda education structure? 

Reliability 

Questions 1 to 4 were meant to establish the reliability of the data.  

• Q1 showed that 80% of the respondents had been involved in curriculum 

development or in starting a business venture before. 
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• Q2 revealed that up to 97.57% of the respondents had experience of 

service of more than 1 year. 

• Q3 revealed that 92.5% of the respondents were involved with 21 or more 

clients annually. This question assumed the more clients the respondent is 

involved with the larger is his/her knowledge and experience.  

• Q4 revealed that 5.56% of the clients and students owed businesses. This 

implies that most of the clients & students have very little knowledge of 

business when they are joining the schools of business or the small-scale 

business organization. This means the respondents have the experience of 

guiding the students/clients right from the start of their learning 

experiences of business 
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   Tabulated  Results   
Question 1       
   (Have you been involved in starting a business venture before?)   
Have you been involved in curriculum development before?    
Answers  Yes  No    
Responses 32  8    
Responses in % 80  20    
        
Question 2 (For how long have you been involved in guiding & assisting 
  entrepreneurs)     
For how long have you been an instructor in courses related to entrepreneurship? 
Answers   Responses   Resp. in %  
A. Less than one year 1   2.44  
B. 1 to 4 years  10   24.39  
C. 5 to 10 years  15   36.59  
D. 11 and more.  15   36.59  
        
        

Question 3 
(How many entrepreneurs does your org. guide or assist in one 
year?)  

What is the annual average student enrollment in the courses you instruct in?  
Answers   Responses   Resp. in %  
A. Less than 20  3   7.5  
B. 21 to 40  5   12.5  
C. 41 to 60  3   7.5  
D. 61 and more.  29   72.5  
        
        
Question 4 (What percentage of your clients join your org. with some  
  background training in business courses?)   
What percentage of the students you have taught (including the ones you are   
currently teaching) own or owed enterprises?     
Answers   Responses   Resp. in %  
A. Less than 25 percent. 16   44.44  
B. 26 to 50 percent.  10   27.78  
C. 51 to 75 percent.  8   22.22  
D. 76 to 100 percent. 2   5.56  

Table 14 Tabulated results for Q1 to Q4  
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Components Of The U.S. Entrepreneurship Curriculum 

Q5 & Q6 were considered together to qualify the components of the U.S. 

entrepreneurship curriculum. The recommendation of good was the minimum 

acceptable in Q5. The percentage scores in good and excellent in Q5 were added 

together and their result added to the percentage score of the same course in Q6 

and the result divided by 2 to find the average scores. Where the same course is 

not reflected in both Q5 & Q6, the percentage score in Q6 is reflected in the 

analysis e.g. skill subjects. Any average score from 50% (50% inclusive) qualified 

the course to be a component of the U.S. entrepreneurship curriculum. 

Question 5       
On a scale of 1 to 4, where 1=Excellent, 2=Good, 3=fair, 4=Poor, please  
recommend the following courses to a student interested in starting an  
enterprise. (Please tick the column corresponding to your choice. You are free to 
add and recommend your choice for the course if it is not listed)   
               
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor   
Mathematics              
RESPONSES    8 14 9 5   
RESPONSES IN %    22.22 38.89 25 13.89   
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
ACCOUNTING             
RESPONSES    26 10 3 0  
RESPONSES IN %    66.67 25.64 7.69 0  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
MARKETING             
RESPONSES    36 4 0 0  
RESPONSES IN %    90 10 0 0  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
SALES MANAGEMENT             
RESPONSES    23 10 5 1  
RESPONSES IN %    58.97 25.64 12.82 2.56  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
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BUSINESS LAW             
RESPONSES    7 20 10 2  
RESPONSES IN %    17.95 51.28 25.64 5.13  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
ENTR/SHIP (Bus.Plan)             
RESPONSES    33 7 0 0  
RESPONSES IN %    82.5 17.5 0 0  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Corp.Plan./Strategic Mgt.             
RESPONSES    6 20 11 2  
RESPONSES IN %    15.38 51.28 28.21 5.13  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Prod.&Operations Mgt.             
RESPONSES    7 16 13 3  
RESPONSES IN %    17.95 41.03 33.33 7.69  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Quality Mgt.             
RESPONSES    7 15 12 4  
RESPONSES IN %    18.42 39.47 31.58 10.53  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Org. Leadership             
RESPONSES    11 17 7 2  
RESPONSES IN %    29.73 45.95 18.92 5.41  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Org. Development (OD)             
RESPONSES    2 15 14 6  
RESPONSES IN %    5.41 40.54 37.84 16.22  
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Ind. Enterprise Practicum             
RESPONSES    8 16 11 2  
RESPONSES IN %    21.62 43.24 29.73 5.41  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Human Res. Mgt.             
RESPONSES    9 22 5 3  
RESPONSES IN %    23.08 56.41 12.82 7.69  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Decision Theory             
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RESPONSES    3 10 15 11  
RESPONSES IN %    7.69 25.64 38.46 28.21  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
International Trade             
RESPONSES    2 12 19 6  
RESPONSES IN %    5.13 30.77 48.72 15.38  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Economics             
RESPONSES    6 21 11 5  
RESPONSES IN %    15.38 53.85 28.21 12.82  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Bus. Mgt. (Understanding 
Bus.)             
RESPONSES    21 12 5 1  
RESPONSES IN %    53.85 30.77 12.82 2.56  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Venture Capital             
RESPONSES    9 21 9 1  
RESPONSES IN %    22.5 52.5 22.5 2.5  
              
Course    1=excllent 2=Good 3=Fair 4=Poor  
Finance             
RESPONSES    25 10 4 1  
RESPONSES IN %    62.5 25 10 2.5  
 

Table 15 Tabulated results for Q5 
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Question 6      
In the table below, tick the courses that you think constitutes 
the United States'      
Entrepreneurship curriculum? (You are free to add the 
courses that you think are a part of      
the U.S. Entrepreneurship curriculum but not included here)      
       

Course Ticked 
Responden
ts in %  

1. Skills Subjects & Professional Subjects 9 23.08  
2. Mathematics 8 20.51  
3. Accounting 28 71.79  
4. Marketing 34 87.18  
5. Promotion and Sales Management 23 58.97  
6. Business Management (Understanding Business) 27 69.23  
7. Business Law & Legal Environment in Business 25 64.1  
8. Entrepreneurship (Business Plan) 34 87.18  
9. Corporate Planning (Strategic Management) 14 35.9  
10. Production & Operations Management 16 41.03  
11. Quality Control 21 53.85  
12. Quality Management 20 51.28  
13. Organizational Leadership 16 41.03  
14. Organizational Development (OD) 6 15.38  
15. Industrial Enterprise Practicum 30 76.92  
16. Human Resourse Management & Organization Culture 16 41.03  
17. Decision Theory 5 12.82  
18. International Trade 8 20.51  
19. Micro and Macro - Economics 16 41.03  
20. Venture Capital 17 43.59  
21. Finance 32 82.05  
22. Risk Management 13 33.33  
 

Table 16 Tabulated results for Q 6  
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 Question 5 & 6 Analysis 

  (From Q5)   

Course 
((% in Exc. + % in Good) + 
% in Q6) / 2  

 Aver. 
% 

1. Skills Subjects & Professional Subjects   23.08
2. Mathematics (22.22 + 38.89 + 20.51) / 2 = 40.81
3. Accounting (66.67 + 25.64 + 71.79) / 2 = 82.05
4. Marketing (90.00 + 10.00 + 87.18) / 2 = 93.59
5. Promotion and Sales Management (58.97 + 25.64 + 58.97) / 2 = 71.79
6. Business Management (Understanding Business)   69.23
7. Business Law & Legal Environment in Business (17.94 + 51.28 + 64.10) / 2 = 66.66
8. Entrepreneurship (Business Plan) (82.50 + 17.50 + 87.18) / 2 = 93.59
9. Corporate Planning (Strategic Management) (15.38 + 51.28 + 35.90) / 2 = 51.28
10. Production & Operations Management (17.95 + 41.03 + 41.03) / 2 = 50.01
11. Quality Control   53.85
12. Quality Management (18.42 + 39.47 + 51.28) / 2 = 54.59
13. Organizational Leadership (29.73 + 45.95 + 41.03) / 2 = 58.36
14. Organizational Development (OD) (05.41 + 40.54 + 15.38) / 2 = 30.67
15. Industrial Enterprise Practicum (21.62 + 43.24 + 76.92) / 2 = 70.89
16. Human Resourse Management & Org. Culture (23.08 + 56.41 + 41.03) / 2 = 60.26
17. Decision Theory (07.69 + 25.64 + 12.82) / 2 = 23.08
18. International Trade (05.13 + 30.77 + 20.51) / 2 = 20.21
19. Micro and Macro - Economics (15.38 + 53.85 + 41.03) / 2 = 55.13
20. Venture Capital (22.50 + 52.50 + 43.59) / 2 = 59.3
21. Finance (62.50 + 25.00 + 82.05) / 2 = 84.78
22. Risk Management   33.33
EVALUATION OF RESULTS:     
1. Skills Subjects & Professional Subjects     
2. Mathematics     
14. Organizational Development (OD)     
17. Decision Theory     
18. International Trade     
22. Risk Management     
were not considered to be part of the U.S. 
entrepreneurship curriculum by the respondents.     
The following courses were considered as components of 
entrepreneurship curriculum:     
3. Accounting     
4. Marketing     
5. Promotion and Sales Management     
6. Business Management (Understanding Business)     
7. Business Law & Legal Environment in Business     
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8. Entrepreneurship (Business Plan)     
9. Corporate Planning (Strategic Management)     
10. Production & Operations Management     
11. Quality Control     
12. Quality Management     
13. Organizational Leadership     
15. Industrial Enterprise Practicum     
16. Human Resourse Management & Org. Culture     
19. Micro and Macro - Economics     
20. Venture Capital     
21. Finance   
Table 17 Analysis of results for Q5 and Q6  

Q7 was meant to reveal the possible component courses of the U.S. 

entrepreneurship curriculum that were not take into consideration so that they can 

be considered when drafting the possible entrepreneurship curriculum for 

Ugandan Universities.  

Question 7 
Which courses (if any) would you like to see introduced in the U.S. Entrepreneurship 
Curriculum? 
1) International Entrepreneurial Finance. 
2) Creativity. 
3) Personal Career Growth. 
4) Interpersonal skill building. 
5) Knowledge work ideology. 
6) Ethics 
7) Technology, Business and Entrepreneurship. 
8) Franchising 
9) e-Commerce / Technology, Development. 
10) Opportunity Recognition and Shaping. 
11) Creating Customer Value. 
12) Industry analysis and Competitive strategy. 
13) Locating Capital. 
Table 18. Other components to be taken into consideration 
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Levels of Teaching Entrepreneurship 

Q8 revealed that up to 71.79% of the respondents believed the teaching of 

entrepreneurship related courses starts from high school in the U.S. Q9 revealed 

that 65.79% of the respondents were in favor of changing the initial level of 

starting to study entrepreneurship related courses in the U.S. Q10 revealed that up 

to 96% of the respondents were in favor of lowering the first level of studying 

entrepreneurship related courses. Q11 revealed that up to 69.23% of the 

respondents favored the entrepreneurship courses to start from middle school or 

below. 

Levels of Teaching Entrepreneurship:     
Question 8     
At what level does the teaching of entrepreneurship 
related courses start in the United      
States Educational system?     
ANSWERS RESPONSES RESPONSES IN %
A. Grade School 7 17.95
B. Middle School 4 10.26
C. High School 10 25.64
D. College/ University 18 46.15
      
      
Question 9     
Would you recommend a change in the first level of 
learning entrepreneurship related      
courses/subjects? YES / NO     
  RESPONSES RESPONSES IN %
YES 25 65.79
NO 13 34.21
      
Question 10     
If your answer to Q9 is "Yes," which change would you 
recommend? Lowering / Raising      
  RESPONSES RESPONSES IN %
Lowering 24 96
Raising 1 4
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Question 11     
If your answer to Q9 is "Yes" what first level would you 
recommend?     
ANSWERS RESPONSES RESPONSES IN %
A. Grade School 15 38.46
B. Middle School 12 30.77
C. High School 7 17.95
D. College / University. 5 12.82

Table 19 Tabulated results for Q8 to Q11 

Q12: In this question, since the respondents were free to choose more than 

one level to indicate that the course should run through the levels indicated, this 

rendered each level to have a probability of scoring 100% in each course 

component. This means if a course component does not score a minimum of 50% 

at a particular level it is not acceptable at that particular level. Where the 

component does not score a minimum of 50% at any level, it may be interpreted 

that the respondents did not see the component to be having a strong relationship 

to the entrepreneurship curriculum. In such a case the component is ignored. The 

first and second choice of the respondents is shown. 
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Question 12         
In the table below, tick the level you would recommend for the teaching of the following  
entrepreneurship component courses. You can tick more than one level to indicate that 
 course should run through the levels indicated.      
(You are also free to add some courses and tick the levels you recommend for them)  
 

Entrepreneurship 
Gr. 
Sch. Resp.

Mid. 
Sch. Resp.

Hig. 
Sch. Resp. 

Coll/ 
Uni. Resp. 

Course Component Resp in % Resp. in % Resp. in % 
Resp
. in % 

1. Skills imparting subjects  5 13.51 10 27.03 16 43.24 14 37.84 
& Professional Subjects                 
2. Mathematics 25 67.51 14 37.84 17 45.95 6 16.22 
3. Accounting 1 2.7 4 10.81 24 64.86 19 51.35 
4. Marketing: Mngt. & 3 8.11 7 18.92 19 51.35 25 67.57 
Research                 
5. Promotion & Sales Mngt. 3 8.11 4 10.81 19 51.35 20 54.05 
6. Bus. Mngt (Understanding                 
Business) 8 21.62 16 43.24 21 56.76 14 37.84 
7. Bus. Law (Legal factors                 
in Business) 0 0 1 2.7 20 54.05 25 67.57 
8. Entrepre. (Business Plan) 5 13.51 9 24.32 19 51.35 19 51.35 
9. Corporate Planning 0 0 0 0 4 10.81 31 83.78 
(Strategic Management)                 
10. Production & Operations 1 2.7 0 0 6 16.22 26 70.27 
Management                 
11. Quality Control 2 5.41 2 5.41 8 21.62 28 75.68 
12. Quality Management 2 5.41 2 5.41 6 16.22 27 72.97 
13. Org. Leadership 5 13.51 4 10.81 14 37.84 22 59.46 
14. Org. Dev. (OD) 1 2.7 2 5.41 9 24.32 26 70.27 
15. Industrial Enterprise                 
Practicum 0 0 19 51.35 19 51.35 22 59.46 
16. Human Resource Mngt.                  
& Org. Culture 3 8.11 3 8.11 11 29.73 26 70.27 
17. Decision Theory 2 5.41 1 2.7 10 27.03 22 59.46 
18. Home & International                 
Trade 0 0 2 5.41 13 35.14 21 56.76 
19. Economics (Principles) 3 8.11 9 24.32 24 64.86 20 54.05 
20. Micro & Macro Econom. 0 0 4 10.81 10 27.03 26 70.27 
21. Venture Capital 1 2.7 1 2.7 9 24.32 78.38 

2 5.41 10.81 20 20 54.05 
23. Risk Management 0 2 5.41 18.92 26 
Table 20 Tabulated results of Q12 

29 
22. Finance 4 54.05 

0 7 70.27 
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(Research Question 2)    Q12  
Levels of Teaching the different Entrepreneurship components 
Only first & second levels selected:     
 

Entrepreneurship Gr. Sch. Mid. Sch. Hig. Sch. Coll/ Uni. 
Course Component Resp. % Resp. % Resp. % Resp. % 
2. Mathematics 67.57   45.95   
3. Accounting     64.86 51.35 
4. Marketing: Mngt. &     51.35 67.57 
Research         
5. Promotion & Sales Mngt.     51.35 54.05 
6. Bus. Mngt (Understanding         
Business)   43.24 56.76   
7. Bus. Law (Legal factors         
in Business)     54.05 67.57 
8. Entrepre. (Business Plan)     51.35 51.35 
9. Corporate Planning     10.81 83.78 
(Strategic Management)         
10. Production & Operations     16.22 70.27 
Management         
11. Quality Control     21.62 75.68 
12. Quality Management     16.22 72.97 
13. Org. Leadership     37.84 59.46 
14. Org. Dev. (OD)     16.22 70.27 
15. Industrial Enterprise         
Practicum   51.35 51.35 59.46 
16. Human Resource Mngt.          
& Org. Culture     29.73 70.27 
17. Decision Theory     27.03 59.46 
18. Home & International         
Trade     35.14 56.76 
19. Economics (Principles)     64.86 54.05 
20. Micro & Macro Econom.     27.03 70.27 
21. Venture Capital     24.32 78.38 
22. Finance     54.05 54.05 
23. Risk Management     18.92 70.27 
Table 21 Results of analysis of Q12  

It is important to take note that some of the course components fell off after failing to be 
selected in Q5 & Q6. This means, in the next parts they may not be considered. 
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Q13 Research Q13 was meant to answer research question 3 i.e. to reveal 

the possible outcomes for the proposed curriculum at different levels. In this 

question each level of education had a possible score of 100% for each outcome 

taken into consideration. The first and second choices were considered as the 

possible levels for the outcome. 

Expected outcomes at each Level of Entrepreneurship Education  
         
QUESTION 13        
The table below lists the entrepreneurship curriculum outcomes (task) and levels of  
education in the United States. Tick the outcomes (tasks) you would expect a person who 
has completed entrepreneurship curriculum components at that level to perform. 
(You can add any task you feel is important but has not been taken into consideration. 
Don't forget to indicate the level for such a task)     
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Outcomes  
Gr. 
Sch. Resp.

Mid. 
Sch Resp. 

Hig. 
Sch. Resp. 

Coll/ 
Uni. Resp. 

(Tasks) 
Res
p in % 

Res
p in % 

Res
p in % Resp in % 

1. Guide and assist customers 6 16.67 10 27.78 18 50 8 22.22
in the market store.                 
2. Shelf Merchandise 5 13.89 10 27.78 23 63.89 7 19.44
3. Checkout Customers 5 13.89 18 50 18 50 7 19.44
4. Balance daily sales accounts 4 11.11 6 16.67 20 55.56 13 36.11
5. Handle all books of accounts 3 8.33 2 5.56 14 38.89 21 58.33
6. Conduct a promotion -                 
campaign for a product 5 13.89 4 11.11 18 50 18 50
7. Understand market variations                 
for a product e.g. the Law of -                 
Supply and Demand 4 11.11 7 19.44 23 63.89 14 38.89
8. Understand how to -                 
Segregate the market 4 11.11 4 11.11 18 50 22 61.11
9. Derive a marketing strategy -                 
for a product  5 13.89 4 11.11 18 50 22 61.11
10. Conduct distribution of the -                 
product 3 8.33 3 8.33 11 30.56 20 55.56
11. Understand the importance -                 
of a business location 5 13.89 14 38.89 21 58.33 20 55.56
12. Understand and appreciate -                 
legal measures in business 0 0 4 11.11 19 52.78 21 58.33
13. Be able to understand and -                 
make choice of an appropriate -                 
legal business venture to go for. 0 0 5 13.89 13 36.11 24 66.67
14. Make informed decisions in                 
a business venture. 1 2.78 5 13.89 9 25 30 83.33
15. Find a management job in                  
an enterprise 0 0 2 5.56 6 16.67 27 75
16. Identify a possible business                 
idea to go for 5 13.89 8 22.22 21 58.33 22 61.11
17. Be able to write an -                 
acceptable business plan 0 0 2 5.56 18 50 23 63.89
18. Work with a mentor in a -                 
personal small scale business                 
enterprise. 4 11.11 5 13.89 22 61.11 18 50
 

Table 22 Tabulated of results for Q13 
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Q13 Research Question 3       
Expected outcomes at different Levels of Entrepreneurship Education. 
In this question, every level had an equal probability of scoring up to a    
 maximum of 100% for every task considered.    
Outcomes  Gr. Sch. Mid. Sch Hig. Sch. Coll/ Uni. 
(Tasks) Resp. % Resp. % Resp. % Resp. % 
1. Guide and assist customers   27.78 50   
in the market store.         
2. Shelf Merchandise   27.78 63.89   
3. Checkout Customers   50 50   
4. Balance daily sales accounts     55.56 36.11
5. Handle all books of accounts     38.89 58.33
6. Conduct a promotion -         
campaign for a product     50 50
7. Understand market variations         
for a product e.g. the Law of -         
Supply and Demand     63.89 38.89
8. Understand how to -         
Segregate the market     50 61.11
9. Derive a marketing strategy -         
for a product      50 61.11
10. Conduct distribution of the -         
product     30.56 55.56
11. Understand the importance -         
of a business location     58.33 55.56
12. Understand and appreciate -         
legal measures in business     52.78 58.33
13. Be able to understand and -         
make choice of an appropriate -         
legal business venture to go for.     36.11 66.67
14. Make informed decisions in         
a business venture.     25 83.33
15. Find a management job in          
an enterprise     16.67 75
16. Identify a possible business          
idea to go for     58.33 61.11
17. Be able to write an -         
acceptable business plan     50 63.89
18. Work with a mentor in a -         
personal small scale business         
enterprise.     61.11 50
Table 23 Results of analyzing Q13
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Research Question 4       
Through conducting interviews with students and staff of the University of 
Stout it was concluded that the following are the major levels of education
in the U.S.        
        
1. Grade School       
2. Middle School      
3. High School         
4. College/University      
        
TO be able to compare the U.S. educational structure and that of Uganda
the component of the student's age needs to be taken into consideration 
as the students go through the two systems. This results to the following: 

 

Student 
Age   U.S.A Student Age  Uganda 

5 to 10   Grade School 6 to 12  Primary School 
         

11 to 13   Middle School  "  " 
         

  High School 13 to 16  Secondary School 
         

17   High School 17 to 18  High School 
         

18   College/University 19  College/University 

14 to 16 

 

Table 24 Results for Research Q4  
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Research Question 5 

Research question five was answered by considering the results of: research 

question one, research question two, research question three, and research 

question five resulting to the tabulated results shown in the table. 

    U.S.A  Levels   Uganda  Levels     
Course components Grade Middle High Primary Second. High Coll/U.
3. Accounting     X X     X X 
4. Marketing: Mngt. &     X X     X X 
Research                 
5. Promotion & Sales Mngt.     X X     X X 
6. Bus. Mngt 
(Understanding                 
Business)   X X     X X   
7. Bus. Law (Legal factors                 
in Business)     X X     X X 
8. Entrepre. (Business Plan)     X X     X X 
9. Corporate Planning                 
(Strategic Management)       X       X 
10. Production & 
Operations                 
Management       X       X 
11. Quality Control       X       X 
12. Quality Management       X       X 
13. Org. Leadership       X       X 
15. Industrial Enterprise                 
Practicum   X X X   X X X 
16. Human Resource Mngt.                  
& Org. Culture       X       X 
19. Economics (Principles)     X X     X X 
20. Micro & Macro Econom.       X       X 
21. Venture Capital       X       X 
22. Finance     X X     X X 

Coll/U.

 

Table 25 Results to research Q 5 
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